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LEGENDARY SINCE 1947
SELECT Sport was founded in 1947 by Eigil Nielsen, goalkeeper for the Danish
national football team, who devoted his life to create the perfect ball. The name
of the company was given because of the exclusive leather that was specially
selected for the ball production.
By producing many of the ball industry’s groundbreaking creations such as the
first laceless football, the first ball with 32 panels and balls made of synthetic
leather, SELECT naturally became a trendsetter.
Back in 1951, SELECT signed a contract to supply balls for the Danish national
football team, and in 1957 SELECT was appointed official supplier by the
Danish Handball Federation. These partnerships have continued ever since and
are some of the longest in the history of sport. A large number of agreements
with both remarkable football and handball federations, clubs and players have
since been made.

1947

Eigil Nielsen develops his
first football and SELECT
is born.

1951

SELECT presents
the world’s first
laceless football.

Today, SELECT is known as the ball specialist. Our footballs, futsal balls and
handballs can be found in more than 50 countries, and we are the world’s
largest supplier of handballs. More than three million different SELECT balls
are produced each year through a close cooperation with Anwar Khawaja
Industries in Pakistan.
We have been developing balls for 70 years, and the passion for innovative
craftsmanship still lives on in our daily work. Football, futsal and handball
matches around the world are played with balls built on Eigil Nielsen’s original
principle of 32 panels, just as most balls produced worldwide are based on
SELECT’s inventions.

1962

SELECT presents
the world’s first
32-panel football.

1972

SELECT presents
the world’s first
32-panel handball.

1974

SELECT presents
the world’s first
hand-sewn PU football.

2012

SELECT presents
the world’s first
intelligent football,
the SELECT iBall.

2017

The world’s first
resin free handball,
Maxi Grip

2018

SELECT presents the world’s
first intelligent handball, the
SELECT iBall.
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SELECT is dedicated to innovation. Our founder, Eigil Nielsen, revolutionized the world of
football with the world’s first football made of 32 panels. Since then, more innovations have
seen the day: the first ever handball with 32 panels, the world’s first hand-sewn PU football,
and the Ultimate iBall - the world’s first intelligent handball. High quality is essential, and our
ongoing mission is to continue our product development and create high quality products for
all players.
We are now official match ball supplier in 15 of Europe’s top football leagues, including several
leagues in the United States. This year, we are welcoming Singapore Premier League – our first
league in Asia. With these football leagues all over the world, our
position as the number one league partner is clear. We are League’s Choice.
One of our league partnerships is the German Bundesliga. 2021 will be the fourth year for our
subsidiary, DERBYSTAR, as official match ball supplier in the Bundesliga and 2nd Bundesliga –
ranked as one of the best football leagues in the world by FIFA.
We are the largest producer of handballs in the world and official match ball supplier to several
associations, leagues and clubs worldwide. Our Ultimate iBall continues to add new insights
into the game across Europe. Ultimate iBall is used in both Champions League FINAL4 and
EURO finals for men and women.
We are expanding our clothing range with two lines – Baselayer and referee clothing. Baselayer
is a range of functional underwear for sports with recycled polyester made from plastic bottles.
Our new referee uniforms have been tested and developed in
collaboration with football referees, and the quality and function focus is on mobility and comfort.
At SELECT, we are aware of our environmental impact and we are continuously
focusing on possible sustainable efforts. We want to use more recycled materials in our
production and strive for a production with the highest quality and the lowest possible
environmental impact.
We have reduced our use of plastic in our Profcare Supports saving 300,000 polybags annually,
we have cut the plastic amount used for our garment packaging by 50%, and we are now using
recycled PET bottles in our new PLANET football, our PRIMERA
football and our Baselayer underwear.
We are Player’s Choice.

SCARFS.................................................................. 39

Welcome to our catalogue.

THE ORIGINAL 32 PANEL
BALL CONSTRUCTION
Every single football, handball and futsal ball from SELECT is based on the
revolution from 1962, where our founder, Eigil Nielsen, invented a ball made
of 32 panels. The overriding desire was to create the most reliable ball with
the most predictable, straight flight and a bounce neither too high nor too low.
It was impossible to make a perfectly round ball with just 18 panels, which
was the standard construction of a ball in the past. With the 32 panels – 20
hexagons and 12 pentagons – SELECT succeeded in creating the roundest
ball ever seen. Later, a group of American scientists won the Nobel Prize for
discovering that the molecules of carbon with a special irradiation organize
themselves as a completely round ball – something Eigil Nielsen had already
discovered and realized in his football with 32 panels, why the reinvention
was named “the football molecule”.

A ball with optimum roundness is essential to obtain reliable aerodynamic
– a straight flight and a controlled bounce. Our finest football, BRILLANT
SUPER TB, has just been thoroughly tested in a wind tunnel at the Institute of
Health & Sports Science at the University in Tsukuba, Japan. The results
show that BRILLANT SUPER has a better aerodynamic than other top balls
in the market. The ball’s classic construction with 32 panels means that the
ball meets resistance at a later point in its trajectory through the air, thus
retaining a steady, high speed over a longer period of time. This provides a
stable and more predictable flight – highly valued by all football players.
The majority of our balls are still based on Eigil Nielsen’s original invention
of the 32 panel ball construction, as we never compromise on quality, playability or durability.

THE OPTIMUM
ROUNDNESS
A football with optimum roundness is essential to obtain reliable
aerodynamics and superior playability.
Hidden behind the elegant exterior in many of our footballs in the
Pro and Club series, is a specially developed Zero-Wing bladder
made of high performance natural latex.
The Zero-Wing concept ensures a perfectly round and balanced
ball, always maintaining its shape through impact, resulting in a
straight flight and a controlled bounce.

OFFICIAL LEAGUE MATCH BALLS
SELECT is official match ball supplier for the Danish national team, the Belgian
league, the Portuguese league, The Bosnian and Herzegovinian league, the
Romanian league, the Danish men’s and women’s league and first division,
the Norwegian men’s and women’s league, the Finnish league, the Icelandic
league, the Swedish league and first division including our newest addition
Singapore Premier League.

Our BRILLANT SUPER ball is also supplied to a vast number of teams and
federations around the world.

Official ball in the best league
ÚRVALSDEILD - ICELAND

Furthermore, our German subsidiary DERBYSTAR is the official match ball
supplier for the Dutch league and the German Bundesliga. The Bundesliga is
ranked as one of the world’s best football leagues by FIFA.

Official balls in the best leagues
ELITESERIEN - MENS LEAGUE
TOPPSERIEN - WOMEN’S LEAGUE
NORWAY

Official ball in the best league
ALLSVENSKAN - SWEDEN

Official ball in the best league
PREMIER LEAGUE - SINGAPORE
Official ball in the best league
VEIKKAUSLIIGA - FINLAND

Official ball in the NJCAA SOCCER league
USA

Official ball in the WPSL league
USA

Official ball in the USL Academy
USA

Official ball in the best league
EREDIVISIE - HOLLAND
Official ball in the NPSL league
USA

Official balls in the best leagues
SUPERLIGA - MENS LEAGUE
KVINDELIGA - WOMEN’S LEAGUE
DENMARK

Official ball in the best league
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS LEAGUE I BETANO – ROMANIA

Official ball in Super Y league
USA

Official ball in the best league
JUPILER PRO LEAGUE - BELGIUM
Official ball in the NAIA league
USA

Official ball in the best league
BUNDESLIGA - GERMANY

Official ball in the USL league
USA
Official ball in the UNITED WOMEN’S SOCCER league
USA

Official ball in the best league
LIGA NOS - PORTUGAL

Official ball in the best league
PREMIER LEAGUE - BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA
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HAND STITCHED
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- HIDDEN BEHIND THE ELEGANT EXTERIOR

1

1

4

PU
SURFACE

LATEX
BLADDER
COVERED WITH
UNDERLINING

2

5

THERMO
BONDED

3

Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An
optimally round football consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons and
20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitches
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off – especially for SELECT – with a
double knot. The ball lasts longer this way.

3
4

Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club Series is
a Zero-Wing bladder made of high-performance natural latex. The concept
has been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder
is as round as possible. We solely use latex bladders in our footballs with
build-in balance point at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, together
with the Zero-Wing concept, ensures a perfectly balanced ball with a very
lively bounce.

To stabilise the ball and ensure that it remains round, the 32 panels are lined
with several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness
and improves the contact between the ball and the foot.
The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern” and
consists of lots of PU fibres. Combined, this gives a strong surface with
consistent softness.
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes a
stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here, they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and the balls are of
course tested and approved according to FIFA and IMS standards.

2

DOUBLE LOCK
VALVE

Ball size

Circumference

Normal weight

Light weight

3

60-62 cm.

320-340 g

280-310 g

4

63,5-66 cm.

350-390 g

290-320 g

5

68-70 cm.

410-450 g

350-380 g

2

FOAM

A SELECT ball will last for a very long
time if these instructions are followed:
1. Straighten the ball out as best as
possible.

2. Shake the ball so that the bladder is
hanging loosely and vertically beneath
the valve hole.

3. Allow 1 - 2 drops of SELECT valve oil
to drip into the valve hole. Remember
to oil the ball regularly so that the valve
doesn’t dry out.

4. Inflate the ball with a SELECT pump.
It is important that the bladder is in the
vertical position as shown here. Always
remember to use the nipple.

5. Use a SELECT pressure gauge to
check if the ball has the recommended
pressure (see recommendation on
the ball).

6. Clean the ball with a brush and tepid
water. Dry the ball with a cloth. Place
the ball in a ventilated room with a
temperature of 15 - 20°C.
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3 YEAR
GUARANTEE

BRILLANT SUPER TB V21

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

• A new superior football made of carefully selected high quality materials with
the characteristics of a classic SELECT ball
• The new 3D diamond structure of the surface material ensures an even more
stable trajectory, optimized friction between ball and boot
• The bright white panels are made of a special material to ensure clear visibility
• The 32 panels are Thermo Bonded and takes up less water than hand-sewn
balls thus keeping the original weight when playing on a wet surface
• Newly developed lining made of a 4 mm. exclusive foam material including a
Zero-Wing latex bladder with built-in balance point opposite the valve hole

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SUPER FIFA PRO

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

• One of our best footballs in high quality materials with a powerful look
• Specially developed microfiber synthetic leather combined with an opti-mized
3-layer underlining and a Zero-Wing latex bladder giving the ball an improved
and more lively bounce - and an even lighter and softer touch than before
• An exclusive, textured surface for high friction and a stable flight
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a stable flight and a perfectly round ball
after thousands of kicks

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

NUMERO 10

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

TEAM FIFA

Grass

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

TEAM IMS

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

UNITED/DELTA

• An updated version of the legend in our football range
• New and improved PU synthetic leather with golf structure
• Zero-Wing latex bladder and a 2 mm neoprene backing for improved
softness
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• An updated version of our popular football
• New and improved PU synthetic leather with a structured surface, and a
2 mm neoprene backing for improved softness
• Butyl bladder for improved air retention
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• An updated version of our popular football
• New and improved PU synthetic leather with a structured surface, and a
2 mm neoprene backing for improved softness
• Butyl bladder for improved air retention
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

•
•
•
•

SEL072 Size 5 (FIFA)

SEL075Y Size 5 (FIFA)

SEL075 Size 5 (IMS)

Size 4
Size 3

Size 4

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

An all-round ball with an extra soft touch
Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
A butyl bladder inside for long-lasting airtightness
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

SEL077 Size 5 (IMS)

SEL071 Size 5 (FIFA)

SEL070 Size 5 (FIFA)

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

MATCH DB V20

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

• One of the fastest balls in our range
• The 32 panels are Dual Bonded - both stitched and glued for less water uptake
• PU-topfilm laminated with 2mm neoprene foam and with extra foam pads for
improved softness
• SR bladder inside for excellent air retention
• The outer material and the underlying foam layers give the ball a light touch and
a comfortable softness

SEL073 Size 5 (FIFA)
Size 4

FLASH TURF

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

• High quality football suitable for artificial grass pitches
• New and improved PU synthetic leather material with a granulated surface
makes it easy to control - also under wet and moist conditions
• The ball has a 4-layer underlining and a latex bladder
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

SEL074 Size 5 (IMS)

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

X-TURF

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

CONTRA 5

• Recommended for artificial grass
• Lively ball for play on artificial grass and as an alternative in cold, moist and
wet weather
• Made of PU synthetic leather, a new surface and with 5-layers of special
constructed underlining and a latex bladder
• The ball will keep its original shape throughout its lifetime
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

•
•
•
•
•
•

SEL074X Size 5

SEL076 Size 5 (FIFA)

Grass

✶✶✶

Training / Match Ball
New design of our true value-for-money ball
Made of PU synthetic leather
5-layer underlining for increased softness
The latex bladder inside provides a nice and lively bounce
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the airDouble lock valve

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

CONTRA 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grass

Training / Match Ball
New design of our true value-for-money ball
Made of PU synthetic leather
5-layer underlining for increased softness
The latex bladder inside provides a nice and lively bounce
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the airDouble lock valve

SEL076 Size 4 (FIFA)

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

CONTRA 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grass
Training ball
✶✶✶
New design of our true value-for-money ball
Made of PU synthetic leather
5-layer underlining for increased softness
The latex bladder inside provides a nice and lively bounce
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air
Double lock valve

SEL076 Size 3

Artificial grass

✶✶✶
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2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SAMBA /DIAMOND BLUE

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SAMBA RED

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SAMBA PURPLE

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

SEL078B Size 5 (IMS)

SEL078R Size 5 (IMS)

SEL078P Size 5 (IMS)

Size 4
Size 3

Size 4
Size 3

Size 4

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SAMBA YELLOW

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

SAMBA WHITE

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

BRAZIL 5

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

BRAZIL 4

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

BRAZIL 3

Grass

✶✶✶

Kunstgræs

✶✶✶

• Training Balls
• All-round football in exactly the same design as the top ball model:
BRILLANT SUPER
• The ball is made of a soft material
• A Double-Lock valve inside ensures an airtight football
• The football is machine-sewn

• Training Balls
• All-round football in exactly the same design as the top ball model:
BRILLANT SUPER
• The ball is made of a soft material
• A Double-Lock valve inside ensures an airtight football
• The football is machine-sewn

• Training Balls
• All-round football in exactly the same design as the top ball model:
BRILLANT SUPER
• The ball is made of a soft material
• A Double-Lock valve inside ensures an airtight football
• The football is machine-sewn

SEL079 - 5 Size 5

SEL079 - 4 Size 4

SEL079 - 3 Size 3

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

STRATOS

BRILLIANT XL

BRILLIANT MINI

BOOMERANG BALL

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• One of our top selling all-round balls with an extra soft touch
• Made of a strong and durable TPU film with a TPE foam lamination
• A specially constructed underlining and a latex bladder giving the ball an
extra lively bounce
• The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air

• All-round football in exactly the same design as the top ball model:
BRILLANT SUPER
• The ball is made of a soft material
• A Double-Lock valve inside ensures an airtight football
• The football is machine-sewn

• Mini version of BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is suitable for very young
children, who would like to become acquainted with the sport of football
• The ball is made of a soft and attractive material with a shiny surface
• The football is machine-sewn

SEL078Y
Size 5 (IMS)
Foto: Philippe
Crochet - Photo News

SEL078W Size 5 (IMS)

SEL083 Size 5

Size 4
Size 3

Size 4
Size 3

SEL081W Size 10 White
SEL081Y Size 10 Yellow

• Games and play
• Rubber ball with cord. Wind the band around the wrist
• Throw the ball and the elastic will keep the ball coming back so you can
catch it with the same hand
• Circumference 20 cm.
• Assorted - 20 pcs per box - 4 diff. Colours

Size 4

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

SEL080W Size 47 cm White
SEL080Y Size 47 cm. Yellow
SEL080O Size 47 cm. Orange

SEL082B - Blue
SEL082Y - Yellow

SEL082O - Orange
SEL082P - Purple
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SPONSORSHIPS IN THE
WORLD OF FUTSAL
HEADING BALL

GOALIE REFLEX EXTRA

• Header training
• A specially developed football made of soft material that feels pleasant on
the forehead when heading
• The cord on the ball can be tied to the crossbar and therefore make header training easy to practice alone
• A double lock valve ensures that the football is airtight

• Reflex training
• A specially developed football that flies and bounces unpredictably for
training of the goalkeeper’s reflexes
• A Double-Lock valve ensures that the football is airtight

SEL085 Size 5

SEL084 Size 5

SELECT is official futsal ball supplier to a wide range of national teams,
leagues and clubs worldwide. The best futsal leagues in Denmark,
Latvia, Slovakia, Bosnia Herzegovina, Montenegro, Norway, Poland,
Serbia, Sweden, Russia and Ukraine all play their matches with our futsal
balls, including the best league in USA.

STREET KICKER
• Technique and goalkeeper training
• Made in a soft, shiny material
• The ball has an elastic cord and returns after each kick. Ideal for technique
training as well as ball receiving, shooting and coordination

SEL379 Size 4

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

All kinds of games and play
All-round, machine-sewn football for children and youngsters
The ball is made of a soft material with a shiny surface
Three different types of designs are available

All kinds of games and play
All-round, machine-sewn football for children and youngsters
The ball is made of a soft material with a shiny surface
Three different types of designs are available

All kinds of games and play
All-round, machine-sewn football for children and youngsters
The ball is made of a soft material with a shiny surface
Three different types of designs are available

SEL086W

SEL086O

SEL086Y

Size 5

Size 5

Size 5

FUTSAL BALLS

18

19

5

5

HAND STITCHED - THE ESSENCE OF PERFECTION
- LOW BOUNCE FOR OPTIMUM CONTROL

1

1

5

PU
SURFACE

BUTYL VALVE

2

3

covered by foam

2

4

HANDSTITCHED

Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An
optimally round futsal ball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitches
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off – especially for SELECT – with a
doubleknot. The ball lasts longer this way.
Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the futsal balls hides a specially
developed butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside. That ensures a
very reliable low bounce compared to a normal football making it much
easier to control. All our balls have a butyl valve inside covered by foam to
avoid the bladder from puncturing when inflating the ball.
To stabilise the ball and ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined with
several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness and
improves the contact between the ball and the foot.

3

4

4
BLADDER
with polyester
fibers inside

High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes
a stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and exceed FIFA’s
regulations for the best match balls. The balls are of course tested and
approved according to FIFA and IMS standards.

Circumference

Weight

Bounce

Approval

62,5-63,5 cm.

410-430 g

55-65 cm.

FIFA QUALITY PRO

Futsal Master, Mimas, Samba, Speed,

62-64 cm.

400-440 g

50-65 cm.

IMS APPROVED

Futsal Attack, Street, Copa

62-64 cm.

400-440 g

50-65 cm.

Futsal Mimas Light

62-64 cm.

350-370 g

50-65 cm.

Futsal Talento 13

57-59 cm.

350-370 g

50-65 cm.

Futsal Talento 11

52,5-54-5 cm.

310-330 g

50-65 cm.

Futsal Talento 9

49,5-51,5 cm.

270-290 g

50-65 cm.

Futsal Super

LINING

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern” and
consists of lots of PU fibers. Combined this gives a strong surface with
consistent softness.
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SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF HANDBALL
• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• One of our most popular match and training balls made
of high quality PU material
• Special coated shiny PU surface for increased passing
speed
• Butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a
perfect bounce and easy control

• Top seller for many years due to the perfectly constructed transition between the panels making it optimal
round and easy to control
• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• Durable PU surface with pattern for increased speed
and long lasting performance
• Butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a
perfect bounce and easy control

SEL372 (IMS)

SEL373 (IMS)

Size Senior

Size Senior

SEL371 (IMS)
Size Senior

SEL370 (FIFA)

N

RTIVA CHILE
PO
NA
DE
B

O

FUTSAL MIMAS Y

• Top seller for many years due to the perfectly constructed
transition between the panels making it optimal round
and easy to control
• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• Durable PU surface with pattern for increased speed and
long lasting performance
• Butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a
perfect bounce and easy control

MAN
ON

FUTSAL MIMAS W

AL

• Preferred by numerous professional leagues, teams and
players around the world
• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• Exclusive developed PU material guarantees that the ball
maintains its high quality and roundness after every kick
• Structured PU surface for optimal ball contact and control
• Specially developed butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a perfect bounce, easy control and optimal
air retention

FUTSAL MASTER

FEDER

FUTSAL SUPER

AC
IÓ

SELECT is the world’s largest producer of handballs and official match ball supplier to a wide range of associations, leagues and clubs around the world. All tournaments
by EHF have SELECT as official match ball – including the EHF Champions League, EHF European League and the European Championships. Our ULTIMATE is the official
league ball in France, Poland, Russia, Iceland, Norway, Slovenia, Turkey and Spain and is used by many of the teams in the strong leagues of Denmark and Hungary. SELECT
is also supplier to the national teams of Austria, Chile, Iceland, Lithuania, Portugal and Turkey and has been the Danish national team’s preferred ball brand for over 50 years.

Size Senior

FUTSAL ATTACK

FUTSAL TALENTO 13

INDOOR SPEED

• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• Popular match and training ball made of high quality TPU
material
• Foam underling makes it extra soft to kick
• Butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a
perfect bounce and easy control

• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• A real value-for-money training ball
• Shiny PU surface for optimal durability and long
lasting shape and size retention
• Butyl bladder with polyester fibers inside to ensure a
perfect bounce and easy control

SEL375 (IMS)

• Match and training
• An extra soft and pleasant football made of Soft Felt,
which is the kind of material we normally associate with
tennis balls
• The ball has a fantastic feel due to the combination of the
special surface and the bladder, which is 20-30g. lighter
than usual
• A double lock valve ensures that the football is airtight

SEL374 (IMS)

• New, colorful design for improved visibility and faster
player reactions
• The biggest ball in the popular Futsal Talento range,
which is specially developed for kids and juniors
• Made in cooperation with Brazilian futsal expert, Aroldo
Strack, and the Golasso Select Futsal Academy
• Made of quality TPU-material and underlined with foam,
which makes it extra soft to kick
• Double lock valve ensures a good air retention

FUTSAL SAMBA

Size Senior

Size Senior

SEL377 Size Junior

SEL378 Size 5

HANDBALL
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6

2

HAND STITCHED
- 360 DEGREES OF PERFECTION

Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long.
An optimally round handball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 540 double stitches
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off – especially for SELECT – with a
double knot. The ball lasts longer this way.

1

1

4

PU
SURFACE

LINING

2

5

3
4

5
2

HAND
STITCHED

ZERO-WING
BLADDER

3

6

FOAM

DOUBLE LOCK
VALVE

2

Hidden behind the colourful exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club Series is
a Zero-Wing bladder made of high performance natural latex. The concept
has been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder is
as round as possible. We solely use latex bladders in our handballs with
built-in balance point at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, together
with the Zero-Wing concept, ensures a perfectly balanced ball with a very
lively bounce.
To stabilise the ball and to ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined
with several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness
as well as the weight of the ball.

Ball size

Circumference

00

41-43 cm

0

46-48 cm

1

50-52 cm

2

54-56 cm

3

58-60 cm

The most important factor regarding the softness of the ball is actually a
layer of neoprene foam, which is placed between the lining and the synthetic
leather. The foam maintains its softness and elasticity match after match.
The synthetic leather used in our handballs consists of an outer layer of
”grippy” PU with a backside of non-woven polyester fibre. In addition to
this, the special fibre threads are inlaid in a crisscross fashion to ensure the
strength and stability of the material. This ensures a ball with a perfect grip,
optimal balance and extreme durability.
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes
a stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
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MAXI
GRIP
SELECT MAXI GRIP has a
unique, sticky surface without the use of resin.
This results in an excellent
grip around the ball and less
work in cleaning the floor;
two major requirements from
coaches and players in all
age groups.
The surface of the MAXI
GRIP handball is sticky when
you catch the ball but leaves
no traces of adhesives on
your hand when you release
it.
MAXI GRIP enables children,
youngsters and arenas whit
a ban on resin to play with
a ball that has an adhesive
surface – a breakthrough in
junior training and matches.

MAXI GRIP
• Match/ Training Ball
• A newly developed handball for youngsters with a unique sticky surface that
provides excellent grip around the ball without the need of resin
• The surface is sticky when you catch the ball, but when you release it, your
hand remains clean with no traces of adhesive and the ball does not leave
traces on hands or sports floors. Under the surface, the ball has the wellknown and highly renowned SELECT features
• The ball is made of soft and durable HPU material and when the stickiness
goes, the player still has a high quality handball
• Tested by SGS and contains no harmful substances

SEL500 Size 0-1-2-3

ULTIMATE V20

FORCE DB

SOLERA

SOLERA

• Match ball for the absolute highest level
• Superior match ball with a new soft-feel technology
made of hardwearing synthetic leather
• A Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
• A specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an
extremely soft fell and fits great in the hand
• The ball is light and lively, but above all, its constant
balance prevents any random bounces

• Match and training ball
• Exclusive match ball with a new soft-feel technology
made of hardwearing synthetic leather.
• New construction with a double foam lining that provides an improved grip and softness.
• The Zero-Wing blatter inside ensures optimal roundness.
• The ball fits great in the hand with or without resin.
• Dual Bonded and EHF-approved.

• Popular handball made of extra soft and durable synthetic
leather
• New construction with outstanding softness and improved
grip
• A Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal
roundness
• The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

• Popular handball made of extra soft and durable synthetic
leather
• New construction with outstanding softness and improved
grip
• A Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal
roundness
• The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

SEL503 Size 2-3

SEL503 Size 2-3

SEL501 Size 3

2018 model (small photo) will be supplied until 01.06.2019.

SEL502 Size 2-3

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

MAXI REGRIP
• Prolong the grippy effect on the MAXI GRIP
handball
• Excellent grip without resin
• Leaves no sticky marks on the hands or on
the floor
• Contains no harmful substances. Further
video instructions at
select-sport.com

SEL509A 200 ml

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

PROFCARE
RESIN
MUNDO V20

LIGHT GRIPPY DB V20

TORNEO DB V21

• Allround ball made of durable synthetic leather with a
Zero-Wing bladder inside for optimal roundness
• The ball has an improved softer grip and feels great ind
the hand - with or without resin

• Children’s and youngster’s ball made of extra light and
soft synthetic leather
• New construction with extra foam cushions for
outstanding softness and improved grip
• Constructed SR blatter inside ensures optimal roundness
• The ball feels great in the hand

• Training ball made of soft and durable synthetic leather
• Two-foam construction provides great softness and grip.
Specially designed SR bladder ensures optimal roundness.
• The ball is Dual Bonded - both sewn and glued.
• EHF approved

SEL504 Size 2-3

SEL505 Size 0-1

SEL506 Size 0-1

• Resin with strong
adhesive power specially
designed for use with
SELECT handballs
• Provides excellent grip,
and a feeling of the ball
gliding smoothly from
the hand

SEL507 100 ml.
SEL508 500 ml.

RESIN
REMOVER
• Effective removal of all
types of resin
• Gentle on the hands.
Creamy consistency

SEL509 500 ml.
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DESIGN YOUR
OWN BALL

GIVE
YOUR
BRAND
A KICK

Minimum order 300-500 balls
Delivery 12 - 18 weeks
Contact sales:

1300 554 336

sales@selectfootball.com.au
How to Order

LOGO

LOGO
•
•
•

Logo  AI/EPS formats required
PMS Colours required
Brief Description of Design

MINIMUM ORDER
•

300 -500 Pcs

DEPOSIT
•
•

30% Deposit
Balance When goods are ready

SIZES
•

Sizes 1-3-4-5

DELIVERY
•
•

Sea 4-5 months
Air 3-4 Months

28 BALL PACKS

BALL PACKS

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Pack Includes

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Artificial grass

Artificial grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

✶✶✶

✶✶✶
SEL071 Size 5 (FIFA)

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

✶✶✶
SEL075 Size 5 (IMS), Size 4

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Grass

SEL371 (IMS) Size 4

Pack Includes

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

✶✶✶
SEL073 Size 5 (FIFA)

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

Pack Includes

FUTSAL MIMAS PACK

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

FUTSAL MASTER PACK

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Pack Includes

TEAM BALL PACK

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

MATCHDB V20 BALL PACK

SUPER FIFA BALL PACK

Pack Includes

✶✶✶

Grass

SEL372 (IMS) Size 4

✶✶✶

Size 4

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Pack Includes

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

White/Red
Size 3

Available in
5 colours

Artificial grass

✶✶✶
Grass

White/Navy
Size 4

✶✶✶
SEL078B Size 3, 4, 5 (IMS)

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Pack Includes

FUTSAL TALENTO PACK

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

FUTSAL ATTACK PACK

PLUS A
PRO BALL BAG

Pack Includes

BALL CARE PACK

10 Balls
1 Valve Oil

BRAZIL BALL PACK

SAMBA BALL PACK

Pack Includes

Artificial grass

✶✶✶
Grass

SEL079 - 5 Size 3, 4, 5

✶✶✶

Pack Includes
Micro Pump, Pressure Gauge and
valve oil

Artificial grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Grass

Grass

✶✶✶
SEL375 (IMS) Size 4

✶✶✶
SEL377 Size 3

BALL
PACKS
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TEAMWEAR

AUSTRALIA
PLAYER
SHIRT S/S
• 100% polyester
• Breathable player shirt
• Quick-drying and moisture
wicking

SEL700
Size 4-6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

061-White

373-Sky

138-Black

021-Grey

196-Royal

063-Burgundy

107-Navy

129-Red

047-Yellow

092-Bottle Green

107-Navy

196-Royal

227-Orange

138-Black

129-Red

063-Burgundy

205-Neon Green

200-Neon Orange

092-Bottle Green

061-White

AUSTRALIA PLAYER SHORTS

AUSTRALIA
RAIN JACKET
• 100% coated nylon

• 100% polyester
• Quick-drying and moisture wicking

• 100% polyester mesh lining
• Elasticated hem and sleeves
• Wind- and water-resistant

SEL705
Size 6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

SEL760
Size 6-8-10-12-XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

012-Purple

215-Neon Pink

32 TEAMWEAR

SOCKS
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ARGENTINA
PLAYER SHIRT S/S
•
•
•
•

100% micro polyester - 140 g/m2
Breathable player shirt
Quick-drying and moisture wicking
Rib collar

SEL701
Size 6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

138 BLACK
61 WHITE
196 ROYAL
129 RED
107 NAVY
373 SKY
227 ORANGE 151 YELLOW 63 BURGUNDY 650 EMERALD 92 BOTTLE 12 PURPLE 200 FLURO
												 ORANGE
• Leg 100 % Polyester, Foot Cotton/Spandex
SEL715
and polyester toe and heel
Sizes 9-12(XS), 13-3(S), 2-8(M), 7-11(L), 11-14(XL)
• Strong and comfortable

205 FLURO
GREEN

210 FLURO
YELLOW

215 FLURO
PINK

AUSTRALIA SOCKS

Black/White

Royal/White

Sky/Black

Navy/White

Green/White

White/White

Yellow/Black

White/Royal

Yellow/Royal

White/Black

Orange/Black

Red/White

ARGENTINA SOCKS
ARGENTINA PLAYER SHORTS

• Leg 100 % Polyester
• Strong and comfortable

• 100% micro polyester - 140 g/m2
• Quick-drying and moisture wicking

SEL716
Sizes 2-8(M), 7-11(L)

SEL706
Size 6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Black/Yellow

White/Black

Navy/White

Black/White

Green/White

Black/Grey

Royal/Yellow

Neon Orange/Black

Grey/Black

Pink/Black

Red/White

Royal/White

138 – Black

061 – White

196 – Royal

129 – Red

107 – Navy

373 – Sky

227 – Orange

151 – Yellow

063 – Burgundy

650 – Emerald

BRAZIL
GOALKEEPER
SHIRT

DENMARK
SOCKS

• 100% micro polyester
• Flat lock seams and double
stitched collar
• Wicking Moisture
Management System
• Quick-drying, breathable and
lightweight
• Comfortable and durable
quality

SEL717

SEL730
Neon Green/Black

White/White

Size 6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

092 – Bottle

CREW SOCKS
• Leg 100% Ployester Foot
Cotton/Spandex

• Leg 100 % Polyester,
Foot Cotton/Spandex
and Polyester

SEL719

Sizes 2-8(M), 7-11(L)

Sizes 13-3(S), 2-8(M), 7-11(L)

Neon Green/Black

Neon Orange/Black

Black/Grey

Pink/Black

ARGENTINA GOALKEEPER SHORTS
•
•
•
•
•

100% micro polyester
Slim and long
Wicking Moisture Management System
Quick-drying, breathable and lightweight
Comfortable and durable quality

SEL706
Size 6-8-10-12-XS
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

138 BLACK/WHITE 61 WHITE.BLACK 196 ROYAL/WHITE 704 WHITE/ROYAL 129 RED/WHITE 140 WHITE/RED 107 NAVY/WHITE

138- Black/White

061-White/Black

34 TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

ARGENTINA
ZIP JACKET

ARGENTINA TRAINING
3/4 SHORT

•
•
•
•

• 100% polyester
• Quick-drying
• Perfect for training

100% polyester
Elasticated hem and ribbed sleeves
YKK zip
Perfect for training

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Royal/White

Black/White

Navy/White

Red/White

•
•
•
•

Red/White

ARGENTINA ALLWEATHER JACKET

ARGENTINA
COACH JACKET

ARGENTINA
WINDBREAKER

•
•
•
•
•

• Outer material made of 100% coated
nylon, padded and lined with polyester
• Micro fleece collar for optimal comfort
• Micro fleece pockets and lower back
• 2-way YKK zip
• Storm cuffs

•
•
•
•
•

SEL761

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

100% coated nylon
100% polyester mesh lining
Ventilation in the back
Elasticated hem and sleeves
Wind- and water-resistant

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Navy/White

100% Polyester - 140 g/m2
Elasticated hem and sleeves
Quick-drying and moisture wicking
Perfect for training

Black/White

Navy/White

SEL760

Black/White

Navy/White

100% polyester
Elasticated hem and sleeves
YKK zip
Perfect for training
Windproof and water-resistant

SEL762

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Black/White

Navy/White

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Royal/White

Black/White

SEL759

SEL753

Black/White

Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ARGENTINA
TRAINING SWEAT

100% polyester
Elasticated hem and sleeves
YKK zip
Perfect for training

100% polyester
Slim legs with zip opening
Elasticated calves
Perfect for training

SEL757

Navy/White

ARGENTINA TRAINING
SWEAT 1/4 ZIP
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

SEL758

SEL 754

Black/White

ARGENTINA
TRAINING PANTS

Black/White

Black/White

Navy/White

Navy/White

ARGENTINA PRO PANTS
• 100% polyester
• With zip opening in the bottom of the legs
• Perfect for training

Black/White

Navy/White

SEL756
Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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TORINO POLO
T-SHIRT
•
•
•
•

100% polyester
Classic basic polo
Ribbed details on sleeves
Solid quality - 215 g/m2

SEL763
Size 6-8-10-12
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Black

Grey

Navy

White

Red

LAZIO
SPORTSBAG
MEDIUM
• 100% melange polyester, internal PU-coating
• Durable bottom
• Large main compartment inside
• Outside pocket with zip
and a mesh pocket
• Handle and shoulder
straps for use as a
rucksack.
• Contains 65 l.
• Dimensions 62 x 31 x
34 cm.

Royal

LAZIO
BACKPACK
• 100% melange polyester, PU coating inside
• Durable bottom
• Two compartments,
both with zips
• Mesh pockets on both
sides for bottles
• Contains 25 l.
• Dimensions 48 x 30 x
17 cm.

LAZIO
TEAMBAG

LAZIO TRAVELBAG W/WHEELS
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% melange polyester, internal PU coating
Durable bottom with outside pocket and zipper
Split compartments, bottom one for shoes and upper one for clothes
With wheels and telescopic handle
Contains 50 l.
Dimensions 56 x 29 x 31 cm.

• 100% melange polyester, internal PU coating
• Durable bottom
• Large main compartment inside
• Outside zipper pocket
• Handle and shoulder
strap
• Contains 95 l.
• Dimensions 68 x 39 x
36 cm.
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SUBLIMATION
NOW
AVAILABLE
HUGH RANGE OF OPTIONS

styles • colours • options • collars • fabrics • numbers • names

CLUB SCARFS AVAILABLE

SCARFS

39

Minimum Quantity – 25 units 100% Arcylic Jacquard Scarf

Design B
Design B
High Density Elastic Knitted Jacquard Scarf
Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)
High Density Elastic Knitted Jacquard Scarf
Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)
High Density Elastic Knitted Jacquard Scarf
Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)

Design A
Design A

High Density Elastic Knitted Jacquard Scarf
Design CSize B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)

(15.5-16.5)cmX(140-145)cm
(15.5-16.5)cmX(140-145)cm

Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)
Design B
Client/Title: Flinders Park
FC
Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm
(including
fringe)
sports centre

Size B: at (17-18)cm*(145-150)cm (including fringe)

Visual:

Design 2

142 Port Road, HINDMARSH
South Australia 5007
Telephone: 1300 123 609
08 8346 3411
Facsimile: 08 8340 1620
Email: sports@sportscentre.com.au
Web: www.sportscentre.com.au

Custom SCARF - Evolution Sports
15/1/19 AG

(15.5-16.5)cmX(140-145)cm

fLINDERS PARK

EST 1927

SUBLIMATION

(15.5-16.5)cmX(140-145)cm
(15.5-16.5)cmX(140-145)cm

FREE DESIGN SERVICE
BEST PRICES AND ON TIME DELIVERY

SPECIAL OFFER

FREE DESIGN SERVICE AVAILABLE
MINIMUM 10 UNITS - 6-8 WEEKS DELIVERY

Contact Caesar Aquino on 0412 128 131 or sales@selectfootball.com.au

Size A : 15.5-16.5cm Wide x 140-145cm Long *** including fringe Size B : 17-18cm Wide x 145-150cm Long *** including fringe
Delivery : 3-4 weeks after order confirmation with design sheet Artwork Required : AI or EPS
Save Location:
Colours Available: Red, Dark Red, Burgundy, Orange, Aussie Gold, Yellow, Gold, Sky, Royal, Navy, Emerald, Bottle, White, Black, Grey

SCARFS
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AN ANATOMICAL
WORK OF ART

Types of cuts
4

With the aid of an Anatomical Fit System the gloves have been designed with a slight
bend according to the natural gripping position of the hand. Thus ensuring comfort,
flexibility and movement of the glove in time with the speed of the fingers.
The top model 88 PRO GRIP has an elastic insert between the index finger and thumb
for optimal freedom of movement. The back of the hand consists of 3 mm deep embossed soft latex in combination with a heat injection rubber pattern making the glove
softer and more flexible than before. A wide wrist strap allows a feeling of stability and
safety in the wrist.

2

The most important thing of all is of course, the palm. 3mm Adhesion Plus latex
guarantees a perfect grip in all weather conditions.
The Negative glove cut is also made of latex to provide constant latex
contact between the hand and the ball. The soft inner material provides optimum
comfort, increases the glove’s flexibility and ensures minimal water absorption when
playing in wet weather.

1

2

3

4

AIRPRENE
FOR
VENTILATION

ELASTIC
INSERT

ADHESION
PLUS LATEX

HEAT
INJECTION
RUBBER
PATTERN

3

Flat Cut
Traditional glove cut with a flat palm construction providing a larger area of contact and making the glove more flexible. This style of glove
typically fits looser than many other styles with
more room for the fingers. Flat Cut is the most
popular cut used for finger protection gloves.

Latex technology

Super Soft Latex
Very soft and durable latex, used for professional match gloves. Provides a good grip
and optimum contact with the ball. Well-suited for all weather conditions.

Punch Zone
In non-sliding material for increased force
and reduction of the rotary effect on the ball

New Basic Latex
Durable latex with a fantastic grip in all kinds
of weather that makes it suitable for both
training and matches

1

New Softy Latex
Soft and durable latex - suitable for all weather conditions. Highly recommended to prewet for best grip possible

5

On all the gloves in our range, we have made space
to print a name on the wide latex strap. Contact your
local distributor for details.

Hyla Cut
Features the best aspects of a roll cut and a
flat cut. Latex is rolled around the individual fingertips for a snug fit and feel combined with a
flat style palm that gives the fingers increased
comfort and breathability. The unique combination of fit and feel allows the user to have the
great fit of roll finger combined with the flexibility of flat cut.

Flexion Latex
Durable latex developed for youth gloves.
Suitable for all weather conditions

5

PERSONALIZE YOUR GLOVES

Negative Cut
A popular glove cut choice that reminds of Flat
Cut. This style of cut also has gussets between
the palm and the backhand. The gussets of the
88 glove are also made of latex giving constant
latex contact between the glove and the ball.
Negative Cut fits snugger and the fingers are
held in place giving optimal ball contact when
catching. This is the most common cut among
professionals.

Dura Grip Latex
Soft and strong latex for all weather conditions. The latex is longlived and suitable for
both training and matches
Dura Pro Latex
Strong and durable latex especially suitable
for use on artificial grass
Elite Super Soft
High quality latex for professional matches.
The glove has a perfect grip in all kinds of
weather.

Ultra Pro Latex
Soft and hardwearing latex, especially developed for our best youth gloves, that combines durability with a fantastic grip. For all
weather conditions.
Nova Grip Latex
Top performance latex. Ideal for professional
gloves. Provides a good grip in both dry and
wet weather compared to other kinds of latex.
Elite Soft Latex
Top performance latex with a good grip in all
kinds of weather and great contact with the ball.

Glove technology
Anatomic Fit System
Ensures correct fit, as the glove is designed
according to hands’ natural grip position

Wide wrist
Extra wide wrist strap for improved support
and comfort
Comfort
Mesh on the inside of fingers to ensure good
air circulation
Flexibility
Injection mold spiderweb design for a lightweight feeling and increased flexibility

Protection
Fixed guards
For reinforcement and protection of the
fingers
Latex on fingertips
For stability and impact protection

Glove size
Measure the length of the hand as shown and
find suggested sizes in the chart below.

SIZE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

HAND LENGHT
13 cm
13.5 cm
14 cm
15 cm
15.5 cm
16 cm
16.5 cm
17 cm
18 cm
18.5 cm
19 cm
19.5 cm
20 cm
20.5 cm
21 cm
21.5 cm
22 cm
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NEGATIVE CUT

FLAT CUT - PROTECTION

YOUTH - FLAT CUT

FLAT CUT - PROTECTION

90 FLEXI PRO V21

34 PROTECTION

88 YOUTH V20

04 YOUTH PROTECTION

• 3 mm Professional Grip Latex for a perfect
grip in all kinds of weather
• Extended lower palm area
• Neoprene backhand provides excellent
flexibility
• Fingertips with reinforcing gel-lines for
optimum protection
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• Elastic insert and assymetric wrist to ensure
easy entry into the glove

• 3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip
and durability
• Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection of the fingers
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Mesh on the inside of fingers to ensure
good air circulation
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• A wide latex strap supports the wrist and
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment

• 3 mm Ultra Pro Latex for a perfect
grip in all kinds of weather
• Latex on fingertips for stability and
impact protection
• Punch Zone for
comfort and increased power and
precision
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure
correct fit, as the glove is designed
according to hands’ natural grip
position
• Extra wide wrist strap for improved
support and comfort

• 3 mm New Basic Latex ensures good grip
and durability
• Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection of the fingers
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• Extra wide wrist strap for improved support and comfort

SEL623

SEL622

Size 5-6-7

Size 7-8-9-10-11

SEL643

SEL642
Size 4-5-6-7

Size 7-8-9-10-11

NEGATIVE CUT

FLAT CUT

YOUTH - FLAT CUT

NEGATIVE CUT

33 ALLROUND V21

22 FLEXI GRIP

03 YOUTH V21

33 FUTSAL LIGA

• 3 mm New Basic Latex ensures good grip
and durability
• Latex on fingertips for stability and impact
protection
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Mesh on the inside of fingers to ensure
good air circulation
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• A wide latex strap supports the wrist and
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment

• 3 mm New Softy Latex for a perfect
grip in all kinds of weather
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precisio
• Mesh on the inside of fingers to ensure
good air circulation
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• A wide strap supports the wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment

• Flat cut – outside-stitching on the
sides of the fingers provides a classic,
looser feel
• 3 mm Flexion Latex for perfect grip in
all kinds of weather
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the
glove is designed
according to hands’
natural grip position
• Punch zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Injection mold spiderweb design for a
lightweight feeling and better flexibility
• Wider strap with Pull Loop for quick,
easy and correct adjustment
• Mesh on the inside of fingers to ensure
good air circulation

• 3 mm New Basic Latex ensures good grip
and durability
• Punch Zone for comfort and increased
power and precision
• Anatomical Fit System to ensure correct
fit, as the glove is designed according to
hands’ natural grip position
• The fingertips are free in order to provide
optimum ball control
• A wide latex strap supports the wrist and
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment

SEL621
Size 6-7-8-9-10-11

SEL624
Size 5-6-7-8-9-10

SEL641
Size 2-3-4-5-6

SEL625
Size 5-6-7-8-9-10

BIBS
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White

Purple

Green

Orange

Yellow

Pink

Red

Blue

CLASSIC BIB
• Basic bibs in 100% polyester
• Sizes Boys-Junior-Seniors

SEL778

NUMBERED
BIBS SET
• Basic bibs in 100% polyester
• Bibs numbered 1-16
• Sizes Juniors and seniors

SEL780

MATCH & TRAINING
EQUIPMENT

Orange/Yellow

Red/Blue

REVERSE
BIB
• Basic bibs in 100% polyester
• Sizes Juniors and Seniors
• Two colours together Yellow/Orange, Blue/Red

SEL779

Orange

Green

White

Red

Blue

45
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AGILITY POLE BASE
• Heavy duty
• 25mm and 30mm poles

SEL932

AGILITY POLE PLAIN

AGILITY POLE SPIKE

• Professional slalom pole in unbreakable
plastic
• Length: 160 cm. C 25 mm.

• Professional slalom pole in unbreakable
plastic
• Length: 175 cm. C 25 mm.

SEL928

SEL929O - Orange
SEL929Y - Yellow
SEL929W - White

AGILITY POLE SPIKE
TWO PIECE

AGILITY POLE SPIKE
AND SPRING

• Professional slalom pole in unbreakable
plastic
• Length: 180 cm. C 32 mm.

• Professional slalom pole in unbreakable
plastic
• Length: 175 cm. C 25 mm.

SEL930

SEL931O - Orange

DOME MARKERS
SET OF 50

DOME MARKERS
10 PACK

AGILITY POLE BAG

• 10 white, 20 yellow, 20 orange

• Size: 18cm wide

• Includes holder

SEL920A - Red

SEL933M - Fit 8 x 2 piece poles

• Size: 18cm wide

SEL920A - Orange

SEL920

SEL920A - Yellow

SEL920A - Blue

SEL933L - Fit 10-14 x 1 piece poles

SEL920A - White

SEL920A - Green

DOME HOLDER

DOME MARKERS
10 PACK

XL DOME MARKERS
10 PACK WITH HOLDER

PRO DOMES
SET OF 24

• 10 x XL domes

• 12 Yellow, 12 Red

• Includes Strap

• Includes holder

• Includes holder

• Size: 18cm wide

• Size: 30cm wide

• Size: 18cm wide

SEL920C

SEL920B

SEL921

SEL931Y - Yellow

SEL929B - Blue

12 Inch
9 Inch

6 Inch

SPEED RINGS 12PCE

AGILITY LADDER FLAT

MICRO HURDLES

ADJUSTABLE HURDLE

HURDLE CARRY STRAP

• 50cm round
• 6 x Orange
• 6 x Green

• 4m
• Includes 1 Ladder & 1 Bag

• 6 Inch, 9 inch and 12 inch

• Adjusts 9 inch to 12 inch

SEL936 - 6

SEL937

• Hurdles not included
• Holds 6 Hurdles

SEL934

SEL935

SEL936 - 9
SEL936 - 12

SEL939

FLAT MARKERS
SET OF 24

FLAT MARKERS XL
SET OF 10

• Holds 60 domes

• 12 yellow, 12 orange

• 5 yellow, 5 orange

SEL927

• Includes metal holder

• Includes bag

• Size: 23cm wide

• Size: 23cm wide

SEL922

SEL923

HAT WITH HOLES

HAT WITH HOLES

• 9 inch

• 15 inch

SEL925

SEL926
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COACHES MAGNETIC
TACTIC BOARD
• Includes bag and tactic pack

SEL940 45cm x 30cm
SEL941 60cm x 45cm
SEL942 90cm x 60cm

COACHES MAGNETIC
TACTIC FLAT NAME
PACK
• 25 Pieces

SEL943C Small 1.3cm x 5cm
SEL943D Large 2.5cm x 7.5cm

MATCH AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT 49

COACHES CLIPBOARD
FOLDER WITH
ACCESSORIES

COACHES CLIPBOARD
WITH PEN

COACHES MAGNETIC
TACTIC PACK

COACHES MAGNETIC
TACTIC NUMBER PACK

SEL946 35cm x 23cm

• Extra set for tactics boards
consisting of 27 small magnetic
pieces, pen and cleaning sponge

• Numbers 1-11(2 sets)

• Practical A4 size folder for various sports
• Contains paper, pen and magnetic pieces

SEL943B

CORNER FLAG
SET OF 4 WITH
SPRING AND SPIKE

CORNER PRO FLAG
SET OF 4 WITH
GROUND INSERT

SEL957

SEL958

SEL943A

• Height: 205 cm
• 100% rubber
• Put water in the bottom and air in the top
part, so it stands up by itself
• Do not use in temperatures below 5 degrees, as the water will freeze

SEL909-205

• Set of 4

SEL959 - White
SEL959 - Red
SEL959 - Blue
SEL959 - Yellow

SEL945

INFLATABLE FREE
KICK FIGURE

CORNER FLAGS

SEL959 - Green

TRAINING FREE
KICK FIGURE

RUBBER BASE FOR
TRAINING FIGURE

NET VELCRO
PACK OF 10

• Great alternative to the
professional model
• 160 cm. including spike
• Easy to fix in the ground

• Great alternative to the
professional model
• 180 cm. including spike
• Easy to fix in the ground

• Can be used indoors or on an artificial
grass pitch
• Weighted for better stability
• Bends if one accidentally runs into it

SEL963

SEL909-160

SEL909-180

SEL909A

TRAINING FREE
KICK FIGURE

NET CABLE TIES
• Two way
• 50 pieces

SEL963A

SOCCER NET
SENIOR

SOCCER NET
YOUTH

SOCCER NET
JUNIOR

• 7.56 x 2.52 x 1.22 x 3.05m

• 5.15 x 2.05 x 0.8 x 1.5m

• 3 x 2 x 0.8 x 1

SEL960

SEL961

SEL962

NET CLIPS
PACK OF 30

NET SLUGS
PACK OF 20

NET CLIP FIXED
PACK OF 10

SEL964 15cm

• 30 Pieces

• 20 Pieces

• 1- Pieces

SEL965 18.5cm

SEL966

SEL967

SEL968

NET PLASTIC PEGS
PACK OF 12
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FOOTBALL BAG

MATCH BALL BAG

SEL900

• Bag with space for 6 handballs or 5 footballs
• Perfect for the match day
• Produced in strong nylon

Small - Hold 4-5 balls
Medium - Hold 10-12 balls

SEL900A

Large - Hold 16-18 balls

BALL NET
• Durable nylon ball net
• Available in four different sizes
• Holds 16-18 Balls

SEL901

SHOELACES - FLAT

CAPTAIN’S BAND

• Available in six colours
• In the adult size the band has a velcro closing and extra
elastics to keep in on the arm
• The child size has the traditional elastic closing

REFEREE WHISTLE PLASTIC
SEL910A

• Lengths: 90, 120 and 150 cm.
• Black and white
• Boxes of 12 pcs.

• Classic whistle without ball

REFEREE WHISTLE W/METAL
FINGER GRIP

SEL910B

• Metal

REFEREE WHISTLE CLASSIC

STOP WATCH
• With the following functions: Timing (1/100 sec.), clock
and date

SEL911

SEL910C

SEL986A 90 cm.

SEL971 Size Junior & Senior
White - Black - Blue - Yellow - Orange - Pink

SEL986B 120 cm.
SEL986C 150 cm.

SUBSTITUTION
BOARD 4 DIGIT

REFEREE
CARDS

SEL955

• Yellow and red
• Pack of 12 - 6 yellow
and 6 red

LEATHER BALM

SEL953

• Neutral colour
• Ideal for care of football boots
• Size 100 ml.

SEL985

BALL PUMP
- MINI
• Small ball pump made of
plastic with
metal needle

SEL902B

BALL PUMP
- MICRO

BALL PUMP
AND TUBE

• Compact ball pump made of
plastic with plastic needle
• Pumps on both ingoing and
outgoing movement

• Ideal mini pump with 15 cm. valve
tube made of nylon
• Pumps on both ingoing and
outgoing movement

SEL902A

SEL902C

NEEDLES
• Set with 5 pcs.
• Plastic or metal

SEL903A Plastic
SEL903B Standard
SEL903C Compressor

PRESSURE GAUGE
• Pressure gauge to ensure the correct air
pressure when pumping up a football or
handball
• With hole for ventilation
• Includes valve
• Choose between analog or digital
• The analog version includes the needle
and pressure gauge

SEL904

VALVE OIL

REFEREE
CARD SET

LINESMAN’S
FLAG

• Prevents leaking and
drying of the valve on
balls
• 10 ml.

• 1 red card, 1 yellow
card
• referee note cards
• Wallet

• 2 pcs. of linesman’s flag

SEL905

SEL952

SUBSTITUTION
BOARD 2 DIGIT
SEL956

SE954

Side A

Side B
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SLIP
• Front: Printed PPCP shell
• Backing : Plain EVA

BEANIE

SOCK TAPE

SEL980
Size S-M-L

• Elastic tape
• White, black, blue, red, yellow, green and transparent
• Size 1,9 cm. x 15 m

CLUB PRO

SOCK SLEEVE

SEL 906

196 Royal

•
•
•
•

SEL978

51 Yellow

650 Green

129 Red

138 Black

061 White

000 Clear

Front: Printed PPCP shell
Backing : EVA Laminated with Polyester Fabric
Closure : Top back closure
Ankle sock : Stitched ankle sock

Size S-M-L

NECK WARMER II
•
•
•
•
•

• 95% Acrylic, 5% Spandex
• Soft and comfortable

SEL984

Two-in-one: Neck warmer and hat
100% micro polyester
Select logo embroidered on the outside
Elastic string to adjust neckline and turn it into a hat.
Quick-drying

BASIC ELBOW SUPPORT

PRO ELBOW SUPPORT

•
•
•
•

• Pro ELBOW SUPPORT (Single)
• Elbow Support in 4 mm and 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene
Shock-absorbing EVA-pad with Armortec outer fabric
protects against blows and falls.

50% cotton, 30% spandex, 20% polyester.
Provides support and safety.
Shockabsorbing pad.
Delivered in sets

SELP573 Size – XS-S-M-L

SELP6601 Size: S-M-L-XL

SEL983

SEL974
Size XS-S-M-L

SWEATBAND
•
•
•
•

STANDARD
• Front: Hot Stamp Foiling
• Backing : Plain EVA

For drying off sweat
Made of 85% cotton and 15% elastic
Delivered in sets of two
Size 8 x 10,5 cm.

SEL989

SEL973

Black
White

Size S-M-L

SOCK WRAP

FORCE
• Front: Printed
PPCP shell
• Backing : EVA
Laminated with
Polyester Fabric
• Closure : Top
back closure
• Ankle sock :
Stitched ankle
sock with
Plastic discs

SEL975
Size S-M-L

GUARD STAYS
GALAXY Includes Sock Sleeves
•
•
•
•

Front: Printed PPCP shell
Backing : EVA Laminated with Polyester Fabric
Closure : Top back closure
Ankle sock : Printed Detachable ankle sock with Plastic
discs
• Sleeve : Basic compression sleeve

SEL976
Size S-M-L

• A clever and simple accessory as an alternative
to tape
• Helps to keep the shin guard in place

SEL 972
138 Black

196 Royal

061 White

2276 Orange

129 Red

373 Sky

151 Yellow

650 Green

• New sock wrap in six different colours
• The revolutionary composition of latex makes the
material stick to each other
• Used to keep shinpads and socks in place
• Can be used directly on the leg

SEL908
138 Black
061 White
129 Red
151 Yellow
650 Green

HAIRBAND
PLAYER GLOVES II
• 95% nylon and 5% spandex
• Silicone print on palms for a secure grip

SEL626 Size 7-8-9-10-11

•
•
•
•
•

Keeps the hair in place during sport
3-pack of hairbands
Made from 65% nylon and 35% elastic
One size
Silicone on the inside to prevent the hairband from
sliding off the head

SEL987 One size
Black
White

BASIC KNEE SUPPORT
• Knee support with padded knee pad.
• Delivered in sets.

SELP571 Size – XS-S-M-L

PRO KNEE SUPPORT
• Pro KNEE SUPPORT (Single)
• Knee Support in 4mm SBR-neoprene with anatomical
shape to ensure optimal fit. Backside in perforated
SBR-neoprene increase flexibility
and breathability provides warmth and support. EVA
shock-absorbing pad with outer fabric of strong and
heat-durable Armortec protects against
blows and falls.

SELP6202 Size – S-M-L-XL
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Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)
NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

3

Kids sizes

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the product to ensure that the size is correct.

4

5

1 Compression elbow support - handball 6650

22-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

18-20

1 Compression elbow support - handball youth 6651

18-21

18-21

21-24

21-24

18-20

5 Compression shorts 6407

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

6 Compression knee support 6252

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

45-48

48-51

51-54

54-57

57-61

32-35

35-38

38-41

41-44

1 Elbow support with splints 6603

22-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

2 Wrist support 6700

14-16

14-16

16-18

16-18

18-20

2 Wrist support 6701

14-16

14-16

16-18

16-18

18-20

3 Shoulder support 6500

27-29

29-31

31-33

33-35

35-37

4 Compression t-shirt with short sleeves (S/S) 6900

89-94

96-102

104-109

111-119

121-130

89-94

96-102

104-109

111-119

121-130

10/12 y (71-78)
14/16 (80-86)

5 Thermal trousers 6400

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

5 Thermal trousers with lycra 6401

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

8 y (53-54)
10 y (55-56)
12 y (57-58)
14 y (59-60)

64-71
8 y (54-58)
10 y (58-62)
12 y (62-66)
14 y (66-70)

71-78

78-86

37-39

7 Compression thigh support 6350
8 Compression calf support 6150

29-32

COMPRESSION SUPPORTS

82-88

88-94

94-100

64-71

71-78

78-86

86-94

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

5 Back support 6410

64-72

72-80

80-90

90-100

100-110

5 Back support with splints 6411

64-72

72-80

80-90

90-100

100-110

5 Goalkeeper pants - football 6420

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support - handball unisex 6202

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support - handball women 6202W

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

25-27

27-29

29-31

31-33

33-35

6 Knee support with side splints 6204

31-35

31-35

35-40

35-40

40-46

40-46

6 Knee support - 6200

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support with open patella 6201

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support for jumper’s knee 6207

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support - volleyball 6206

29-33

33-36

36-39

39-42

42-45

45-48

7 Thigh support 6300

45-48

48-51

51-54

54-57

57-61

61-64

32-35

35-38

38-41

41-44

44-47

37-39

39-41

41-43

43-46

35-37

3
4

5

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the
product to ensure that the size is correct.

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Compression knee support - women 6251W

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

25-27

27-29

29-31

31-33

2

100-106

5 Compression shorts with pads 6421

8 Calf support 6110

32-34

6 Compression knee support -unisex 6250

6 Compression knee support - handball youth 6291
76-82

XXL

1

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)

86-94

5 Compression tights women 6406W

9 Ankle support 6100

XXXL

One size

6 Knee support - handball youth 6291

9

32-34

32-34

6 Knee support with big pad 6205

8

XL
31-34

XXL

30-32

5 Compression tights men/kids 6405

6

L
28-31

XL

28-30

5 Compression shorts 6402W

7

M
25-28

L

26-28

5 Compression shorts 6402

2

S
22-25

M

24-26

4 Compression t-shirt with long sleeves (L/S) 6902

1

XS
19-22

S

22-24

COMPRESSION SUPPORTS w/ kinesiological effect

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the
product to ensure that the size is correct.

1 Compression sleeve 6610

XS

1 Elbow support 6600

2 Wrist support 6702

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)
ELASTIC SUPPORTS AND OTHER

XS

1 Elastic elbow support
46-49

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try
on the product to ensure that the size is correct.

S

M

L

XL

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

2 Elastic wrist support

One size

6 Elastic knee support

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

6 Elastic knee support w/ hole for knee cap

30-45

35-40

40-45

45-50

30-45

35-40

40-45

7 Elastic thigh support

35-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

9 Elastic ankle support

35-38

38-41

41-44

44-47

41-43

43-46

6 Elastic knee support w/ pad

25-30

Tennis-, golf- and mouse elbow support

One size

Knee strap
35-37

9 Ankle support w/ laces “Allround”

35-37

37-39

39-41

6

8

One size

9 Ankle support 2-parts

4 Sports-Bra

7

37-39

39-41

41-43

43-46

60-80

65-90

70-100

75-110

9
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COMPRESSION SHIRT WITH LONG SLEEVES (L/S)
•
•
•
•

Compression shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane
4-way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort
The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable to wear
Anatomic fit with thumb support

• Size: 6/8 (XXXS), 10/12 (XXS), 14/16 (XS),
S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP002

Colour: 61 White
Colour: 151 Yellow
Colour: 650 Green

Colour: 227 Orange
Colour: 129 Red
Colour: 63 Burgundy

Colour: 12 Purple
Colour: 373 Sky
Colour: 196 Royal

Colour: 107 Navy
Colour: 26 Black

COMPRESSION TIGHTS
COMPRESSION SHORTS
•
•
•
•

Made from 80% polyamide and 20% spandex
Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort
Flat seams makes the compression shorts very comfortable to wear

• Size: 8, 10, 12, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP003

Colour: 61 White
Colour: 000 Beige
Colour: 650 Green
Colour: 129 Red

Colour: 63 Burgundy
Colour: 12 Purple
Colour: 373 Sky
Colour: 196 Royal

Colour: 107 Navy
Colour: 26 Black

•
•
•
•

Made of 80% Polyamide and 20% Elasthane with anatomical fit
Warmth and support
4-way stretch improves mobility and comfort
Moisture wicking mesh insert on the lower back

SELP004-26 Size 8, 10, 12, 14, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

COMPRESSION T-SHIRT WITH
SHORT SLEEVES (S/S)

COMPRESSION T-SHIRT WITH
SHORT SLEEVES (S/S)

• Made of 84% polyester and 16% elastane
• 4-way stretch provides greater mobility and comfort
• The T-shirt’s antimicrobial properties prevent the formation of any odour
• The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable to wear

• Made of 84% polyester and 16% elastane
• 4-way stretch provides greater mobility and comfort
• The T-shirt’s antimicrobial properties prevent the formation of any odour
• The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable to wear

SELP001-26 Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP001-61 Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

COMPRESSION SHORTS WOMEN

COMPRESSION
SHORTS - WOMEN

• Made from 80% polyamide and 20% spandex
• A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort
• The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear

• Made from 80% polyamide and 20% spandex
• A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort
• The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear

SELP905-26 Size S, M, L, XL

SELP905-61 Size S, M, L, XL
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THIGH
SUPPORT
WRIST SUPPORT

WRIST SUPPORT

WRIST SUPPORT

• Wrist Support made of 4 mm. SBR-neoprene with
double velcro-closure that ensures optimal support and
provides warmth and relief to the wrist
• Placing the 3,8 cm. velcro-closure closest to the wrist
will increase the support and reduce the flexibility
• Placing the 2,5 cm. velcro-closure closest to the wrist
will increase flexibility and reduce support

• Wrist Support in 1,5 mm. SBR-neoprene
• Provides warmth and support. It stabilises and provides
relief from pain caused by light strains and inflammation of the hand or underarm

• Made from 4 mm. SBR-neoprene with built-in splint
• The support heats and compresses and supports the
wrist when there is a lot of strain on it
• Choose between left and right

SELP702 One size

SELP6701L Size: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

• Thigh Support in 4 mm.
SBR-neoprene
• Provides warmth, support
and increases blood flow
• Suitable after strains and
for rehabilitation of both
front and back of thigh
• Minimizes risk of future
injuries

SELP6300

SELP6701R Size: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP6700 Size: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

ELBOW SUPPORT
• Elbow Support with back in 4 mm. SBR-neoprene
providing optimal warmth effect and front in 1,5 mm.
SBR-neoprene ensuring flexibility in the joint
• Offers warmth and support to the elbow
• Suitable for strains and to minimize risk of future
injuries

SELP6600 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

KNEE SUPPORT
WITH SIDE SPLINTS
• Knee Support made from
4 mm SBR-neoprene that
• gives heat and support. Opening at the kneecap
• eases the tension on the kneecap. Wrap-around
method ensures a continuously good individual fit. Four
Velcro straps give better support. The aluminium splints
can be adjusted slightly at the ends by bending them.

SELP6204 Size: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

BACK SUPPORT WITH
SPLINTS
• 4 mm SBR-neopren back support. Provides
warmth, stability and pain relief for muscles of the
back and loin. The support comes with removable
splints and straps for added support.

SELP6411 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

BACK SUPPORT

SHOULDER SUPPORT

• Back Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides
• warmth, stability and pain-relief for muscles in the
• back and loin

• Shoulder Support in 4 mm. SBR-neoprene with optimal fit
• Provides warmth and pain relief around the shoulder joint
• For overloaded shoulder or during rehabilitation

SELP6410 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP6500 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

KNEE SUPPORT
• Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene.
Provides warmth and support to the knee. Back in
perforated
• neoprene increases flexibility and breathability.

SELP6200 Size: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

OPEN PATELLA KNEE SUPPORT CALF SUPPORT

ANKLE SUPPORT

• Open Patella Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene.
• Provides warmth and support to the knee. Back in perforated neoprene increases flexibility and breathability.
Especially suitable for athletes who must avoid direct
pressure on knee-shell. Aching tendons around the
kneecap or pain from damaged cartilage on the inside of
the patella are often relieved by using
• this type of knee support.

• Ankle Support in 4 mm. SBR-neoprene
• Provides warmth, support and pain relief to the ankle
joint

SELP6201 Size: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

• Calf Support with front in 1,5 mm. SBR-neoprene and
back in 4 mm. SBR-neoprene ensuring considerable
warmth to the calf as well as good support
• Increases blood circulation which helps soothe strains
and over-exertions

SELP6110 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SELP6100 Size: XS, S, M, L, XL
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SPORTS CARE
PRODUCTS
ELASTIC WRIST SUPPORT

ELASTIC ELBOW SUPPORT

• For the support and relief of muscles and joints

• For the support and relief of muscles and joints

SELP574 One Size

SELP572 Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

TENNIS AND GOLF ELBOW
SUPPORT
• With double pressure points
• Relieves overloading of the muscle curve under the elbow
• Provides concentrated pressure over the muscle curve and
relieves the tendon attachment of the forearm muscles

ELASTIC THIGH SUPPORT
• For the support and relief of muscles and joints

SELP576 Size: S, M, L, XL

SELP703 One Size

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
• For the support and relief of muscles and joints

SELP570 Size: S, M, L, XL

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
WITH HOLE FOR KNEE CAP
• For the support and relief of muscles and joints
• The hole ensures that no pressure is put on the knee cap

SELP569 Size: S, M, L, XL

KNEE STRAP

ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT

• Knee strap with relieving pad
• Used for Schlatter Jumper’s knee

• For the support and relief of muscles and joints

SELP357 One Size

SELP561 Size: S, M, L, XL
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MEDICAL BAG MINI

MEDICAL BAG JUNIOR

MEDICAL BAG LARGE W/WHEELS

• Perfect for youth teams
• Contents not included

•
•
•
•

• Large and durable first aid trolley
• Large compartment with divider in the top of the bag and a compartment
below for extra storage
• Contains 50 l.

SELP856

First aid bag with flexible compartment dividers
Bottle holder
Several zipped compartments
Contents not included

SELP959

SELP959A

HOT-COLD PACK

ICE PACK DISPOSABLE

ICE SPRAY

SKIN CLEAN

•
•
•
•

• Disposable bag
• Fantastic cooling effect
• Ideal for injuries at sports grounds, work and in the home

• Gives superficial and cooling relief, but cannot replace
ice pack
• Note: Use with care, as it can cause frost bite on the skin
• Size 200 ml.

• Mild and gentle cleansing of the skin
• Disinfectant and bactericidal
• Suitable for minor mishaps such as abrasions and
scratches
• Helps tape to cling better to the skin
• Contents: Water, Chlorhexidine 0,3%
• Size 100 ml.

The bag can be used for both cooling and warming
The gel provides an optimal and long-lasting effect
Ideal for RICE treatment.
Reusable

SELP402

SELP402A

SELP401

SELP401A

MUSCLE OINTMENT 2

MUSCLE BALM EXTRA

• For more serious muscle and joint problems
• Has a greater heating effect and is used for difficult
and/or old injuries
• Must not be used during the first 48 hours following an
acute injury

• Used before warming up, training and
competition, where long-lasting heat and
greater blood circulation are required
• Has a greater heating effect than heat
ointment with camphor
• Reduces soreness and stiffness in the
muscles
• Very suitable for massaging stiff muscles,
also after sport
• Size 500 ml.

SELP150 100 ml.
SELP150A 500 ml.

SELP150B

HEAT OINTMENT
WITH CAMPHOR
• Typically used before warming up, where it softens up
stiffness in the muscles and skin
• Protects against wind and weather
• Skin-friendly with pleasant, thick consistency
• Large content of camphor
• May be used several times a day against sore and stiff
muscles
• Size 500 ml.

SELP150C

MUSCLE GEL
• Reduces stiffness and soreness
• For massaging stiff, overworked muscles
• Cool/heat exchange increases muscle
stimulation
• Size 250 ml.

SELP148

COOL DOWN ICE GEL

BLISTER PLASTER

ABSORBING PADS

• COOL DOWN ICE GEL is a quick-acting, cooling gel
with effective relief for stressed extremities
• Its instant cooling effect is ideal for care, massage
and regeneration ofstressed muscles after sports and
exercising
• Is suitable for refreshing and general muscular tension
The gel promotes recovery when used immediately after
performance
• Size 150 ml

• Ultra-thin plaster that seems like a second layer of skin
• Protects the tender spot and provides optimum opportunity for healing
• Size: Includes 2 x small and 4 x medium
• Comes in packages of 6 boxes

• Absorbent and breathable pads for compression on
bleeding wounds, short-term dressing and general
wound care
• Suitable for abrasions and burns
• Absorbs liquid easily
• Soft and comfortable
• Provides protection against infection
• 25 sheets

SELP401B

SELP565

SELP402B Size 7,5 cm. x 7,5 cm

SCISSORS
• Scissors for cutting of tape and bandages

SELP852
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SUPREME
SPORTS TAPE
Rigid strapping tape for high performance

PLASTER
PROFCARE K

• Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for
unhindered movement
• Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves
blood circulation
• The tape provides support for the muscles and relieves
tension in the muscles
• Provides constant compression
• Stays on for 3 - 5 days

SELP803-26 black. Size 5cm. x 5m.
SELP803-196 blue. Size 5cm. x 5m.
SELP803-129 red. Size 5cm. x 5m.

• To cover skin injuries and wounds • With strong and
reliable stickiness • Leaves no residue on the skin
• Good tensile strength
• Fabric: 100% Rayon

SELP851 Size 6 cm. x 1m

•
•
•
•
•
•

COACH SPORTSTAPE

High tensile strength and very strong adhesive
Non-elastic and provides maximum compression
Porous adhesive allows the skin to breathe
Easy to tear by hand
Fabric: 100% Rayon

• Standard tape with good adhesive effect

SELP801 Size 3,8cm. x 9m

8-pack
SELP805P Size 3,8 cm. x 13,7m

SELP803-000 beige. Size 5cm. x 5m.

FIXING TAPE PROFCARE
•
•
•
•

SELP805 Size 3,8 cm. x 13,7m

Self-adhesive non-woven tape
Used for fixation of wound dressings or as undertape
Breathable and latex free
Fabric: 60% Terylene Polyester, 40% Viscose Fiber

SELP806 Size 5cm. x 10m

SELP803-002 pink. Size 5cm. x 5m.

STRETCH TAPE
PROSTRAP
II
• High tensile strength tape
MACURE FOAM TAPE
COMPRESSION WRAP

• Transparent film to keep Hot-Cold Pack and Ice Pack
in place
• Easy to use

SELP701A Size 10 cm.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhesive, elastic protection tape
Provides pressure relief for sensitive areas
Latex free and water resistant
Easy to tear
100% Tan PVC Foam
6-pack

SELP701B Size 5 cm. x 3m

ELASTIC BANDAGE II

• Suitable for support and relief from e.g. ankle/wrist sprains
and distortions
• Stretches approx. 180% while maintaining its elasticity
• After repeated use, the binding loses some of its elasticity
and supportive effect. When washed, the binding becomes
resilient again.

SELP853 Size 7,5 cm. x 7m.
SELP854 Size 10 cm. x 7m.

• Non-elastic with very strong adhesive
• Easy to tear by hand length- and widthwise
• Fabric 100% Rayon

2-pack
SELP807 Size 2,5 cm
SELP807A Size 4 cm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Elastic and adhesive lightweight sportstape
Allows the skin to breathe
Provides good protection while maintaining mobility
Apply on other bandags in the treatment of venous ulcers
Latex-free, soft and comfortable
Fabric: 95% Cotton, 5% Spandex

SELP808 Size 5 cm. x 6,9m

STRETCH SOFT TAPE

• Porous construction allows the skin to breathe and
moisture to pass
• Superior stretch and retain properties
• Good conformability
• Fabric: 100% Cotton

SELP809 Size 5 cm. x 4,5m
SELP809A Size 7,5 cm. x 4,5m
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STRETCH
EXTRA BANDAGE
• Elastic self-adhesive compression bandage

STRETCH
BANDAGE
• Self-adhesive short stretch bandage

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Does not cling to the skin, only to itself
Sweat and water resistant
Hand-tearable
Fabric: 95% Cotton, 5% Spandex

SELP810 Size 8 cm. x 3m
SELP810A Size 6 cm. x 3m

Lightweight and elastic
Easily torn and offers good compression
Does not cling to the skin, only to itself
Fabric: 95% Cotton, 5% Spandex

SELP811 Size 5 cm. x 4,5m
SELP811A Size 7,5 cm. x 4,5m
SELP811B Size 10 cm. x 4,5m

FOAM TAPE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhesive, elastic protection tape
Provides pressure relief for sensitive areas
Latex free and water resistant
Easy to tear
100% Tan PVC Foam
Single roll

SELP812 Size 5 cm. x 3m

PRE
WRAP PROFCARE
• Pre-taping underwrap
• Designed for placement under spor tstape to protect
the skin from the adhesive
• The foam construction provides a soft, cushioned layer
• between skin and tape
• High elasticity
• 100% PU Foam
• Comes in 12 pack

SELP813 Size 7 cm. x 20m

TRAINING ELASTIC BAND
• 2-pack resistance bands
• Blue: Hard resistance
• Red: Medium resistance

SELP814A (2 pcs.)
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SELECT FOOTBALL (EVOLUTION SPORTS IMPORTS)
A: 22 Enterprise Cres, Malaga WA 6090
P: 08 9248 6677| M: 0412 128 131
E: sales@selectfootball.com.au
W: www.selectfootball.com.au

